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Everything is online Security is more complex Work has changed



People prefer the tech they have at home

prefer the tech
at work

to the tech at home

of employees chose the
smartphone

they use for work

74%15%

Source: Deloitte Access Economics “The Connected Workplace’, Forrester Telecom & Mobility Workforce Survey, 2013



It’s not just devices, people are also bringing apps to work

of orgs have users using
consumer file sharing 

& collaboration tools

of end-users use
unapproved 

apps

79%80%

Source: Frost & Sullivan “The Hidden Truth Behind Shadow IT” 2013, IDG “Consumerization of IT in the Enterprise” 2014



Source: Skyhigh Cloud Adoption and Risk Report - Q3 2014

While file sharing is the symbol of this phenomenon, 
collaboration is the broader need

37
file sharing 

apps

125
collaboration 

apps

Meet & 
Connect

Create Together

Store, 
Access, 

Share Files

Share Ideas



Beth
Marketing

Tim
Sales

Helen
HR



Unable to access important 
documents on his tablet...

What happens to the information when Tim leaves the company?

...Tim forwards his files to 
himself so he always has them

Tim Sales



Attachment limits made it hard for
Beth to work with her agency

How can you track what’s being shared and ensure compliance?

Beth Marketing

So, she uses her personal cloud 
storage service to share



After a skiing accident, Helen had to
be home, but couldn’t stop hiring...

...so she started using a free video meeting
service to conduct interviews

Is the video conferencing service compliant with company policies? 

Helen HR



Manage access governance 
and access to sensitive 

data

Scan user accounts and 
documents because of privacy 

issues

Ensure data compliance 
requirements are met

85% 75% 73%

Source: Ponemon Institute survey of 400+ IT and security practitioners, December 2013.

Consumer apps at work pose unique security challenges
 
                        Security challenges created by the inability to...



of corporate IT spend is 
outside the IT budget

“If IT doesn't add value, then business units 
will work around them, and that would lead 

to a much smaller and less impactful 
corporate IT resource. I’m not sure anyone 

wants or needs that now.”

38%

IT has to adapt to this new environment



The Challenge: Balancing Control & Agility

IT-controlled devices and apps

Strict controls

Slow but low-risk

75%+ IT effort for lights-on

Own devices and apps

Minimal controls

Fast but high-risk

Shrinking IT role

Control Agility

The Right Balance



“The conventional wisdom of our 
industry is that we can’t have 

efficiency and choice, we can’t have 
security and choice. I have 

discovered during my time at 
Google that is a

complete falsehood.”

– Ben Fried, CIO, Google





Easy Trusted Business-ready

Google Drive for Work



240M
monthly active 

Drive users

Docs Hangouts Drive Sites Search Google+

Easy:
Bringing the best of Google to work



Security 
from the ground up

Data architecture 
secure at the core

Own backbone 
our cables cross oceans

Scale 
more experts, more R&D

Trusted Global 
Infrastructure



Business-ready Security & Compliance

Google Vault
Compliance and 

eDiscovery Google Apps Admin console
Admin tools and controls



Business-ready Security & Compliance
Certified by leading third-parties



Beth
Marketing

Tim
Sales

Helen
HR



Tim can access all his work on his 
tablet with native Google apps

Built-in MDM ensures that company 
policies are applied across devices

Tim Sales



Tim Sales

Accesses all his 
files from anywhere

Shares safely with 
anyone

Always has the 
latest files, on any 

device

Gets his teams’ best ideas 
into his pitch by working 
together

Shares ideas instantly with 
his team using chat & video

Is close to his customers 
because he can meet 
anytime

Keeps his team aligned 
with shared docs & notes

Meet & 
Connect

Create Together

Share Ideas

Store, 
Access, 

Share 
Files



Beth Marketing

Beth easily shares a 2TB media library 
with her agency using the Drive app

External sharing is controlled
and fully auditable



Beth Marketing

Can access all files 
from anywhere

Shares safely, with 
team and with 

agencies

Publishes assets 
easily, to sales and 

others

Develops creative briefs 
with her stakeholders, in 
real-time

Eliminates lengthy 
content reviews by 
working together with 
reviewers

Chats and meets 
whenever she needs to 
with team and agencies

Engages and trains sales 
with video meetings

Gets regular feedback 
using forms

Meet & 
Connect

Create Together

Share Ideas

Store, 
Access, 

Share 
Files



Helen uses Hangouts to run interviews 
from her home office

Helen HR

IT can manage Hangouts settings and 
security from the Apps admin console



Helen HR

Can access all files 
from anywhere

Shares safely, 
internally and with 

contractors

Doesn’t worry 
about versioning

Posts jobs fast by working 
with stakeholders on 
descriptions

Keeps interview teams on 
the same page with shared 
candidate status 
spreadsheet

Keeps hiring managers 
engaged & up-to-speed with 
shared, real-time interview 
feedback

Engages candidates with 
face-to-face meetings

Meet & 
Connect

Create Together

Share Ideas

Store, 
Access, 

Share 
Files



Easy Trusted Business-ready

Google Drive for Work



 

More than

240M
monthly active 

Drive users



“When I discovered that 15% of our 
network traffic was consumed by 
unsecured content storing and 
sharing and realized that poor 
communication was leading to 

inefficiencies, I pushed for a move 
to Google Apps"

– Brent Hoag, VP & CIO



-Dan Beecham, CIO

“Google's technology makes it
very easy to do things 

in a secure way, therefore
our people do things in

more secure ways.”



“In the healthcare industry, the 
privacy of our patients is extremely 
important. We wanted to give our 

employees the flexibility and 
mobility to work together while 
determining the best options for 

their patients, while still 
maintaining our data security”

– Dietmar Bohm, CIO



Stay
the 

course

Current 
approach is 

working

Go
into 

lock-down

Aggressively
ramp up 
controls

Where do you want to go next?

Safely
empower

users

Give users
the best & 

safest
tools



Appendix



85%

of IT professionals say 
shadow cloud makes it 

harder to protect 
sensitive data 

of IT professionals say 
risks of shadow cloud 

are increasing

55%
“Suddenly, shadow cloud is a potentially 
pervasive gateway to new and unknown 
risks, spiraling growth of operating costs, 
and potential increase in redundancies.”

Shadow IT creates major security & compliance risks

Source: PwC ‘Managing the Shadow Cloud”, Ponemon Institute survey of 400 IT/security professionals



Business Productivity
Social Media
File & share

Webmail
BI & analytics

Web conferencing
Travel tools

HR
Financial/legal
Collaboration

Security services
CRM/ERP

Current and Planned Use 
of 

Unapproved Cloud Apps

0% 5% 10% 15% 20%

Current

Planned

EFSS & productivity are among the top 3 shadow
cloud apps

Source: Frost & Sullivan survey of 300 IT and 300 LOB employees at large enterprises in US, UK and ANZ



Beth
Big files

Helen
Home office

Tim
Tablet

Iris
Impatient

Ben
Backup

Carl
Collaboration



3 months ago, Ben spilled his 
coffee & lost all his work

The information on his USB drive isn’t encrypted. What if it’s lost or stolen?

Since that day, he backs everything
up to an external drive

Ben Backup



Attachment limits made it hard for
Beth to work with her agency

How can you scan what’s being shared and ensure compliance?

Beth Big files

So, she uses her personal cloud 
storage service to share



Unable to access the company 
network on his tablet...

What happens to the information when Tim leaves the company?

...Tim forwards his emails to 
his personal webmail

Tim Tablet



How can you track and control access to Carl’s team’s files?

Carl got frustrated with emails,
attachments and versioning...

...and now uses free collaboration 
tools for his team to work together

Carl Collaboration 



After a skiing accident, Helen had to
be home, but couldn’t stop hiring...

...so she started using a free video meeting
service to conduct interviews

Is the video conferencing service compliant with company policies? 

Helen Home office



While traveling, Iris didn’t want to wait
to send out nightly email updates

She now uses a free instant messaging service
to quickly share notes, pics & more

Is chat information stored in accordance with policies? Is it encrypted?

Iris Impatient



Ben uses Drive sync to
automatically backup his work

His work is safely backed up and 
searchable for eDiscovery

Ben Backup



Beth Big Files

Beth easily shares a 2TB media library 
with her agency using the Drive app

External sharing is controlled
and fully auditable



Carl can collaborate in real-time 
from anywhere with Google Docs

Project Everest
Campaign City Ideas

File activities are easily auditable & 
content is searchable for eDiscovery

Carl Collaboration 



Tim can access all his work on his 
tablet with native Google apps

Built-in MDM ensures that company 
policies are applied across devices

Tim Tablet



Helen uses Hangouts to conduct 
interviews from her home office

Helen Home office

IT can manage Hangouts settings and 
security from the Apps admin panel



Iris uses Hangouts to chat 
instantly with her team

Iris Impatient 

Chat data is encrypted & admins 
have granular controls on chats



Google Apps for Work +

Fine-grained admin controls

Advanced Audit reports + APIs

Google Vault eDiscovery tools

Unlimited storage

Global Infrastructure SSO  + 2-factor auth 24x7 support SSAE 16 / ISAE 3402 FISMA

Powerful SDK Mobile Device Mgt 99.9% SLA ISO 27001 HIPAA

Why Google Drive for Work?



Mobile-first

 

             Limitless

Why Google Drive for Work?

Collaboration platform

 

             Extensible

Works with all files

 
 

            Easy to manage

Built for teams

 
 

              Secure

Great for IT

Great for users

™



businesses have 
gone Google

5M
More 
than

 businesses have 
gone Google

5M
More than


